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DISCLAIMER

• The Presenter is not working in the banking or financial industries.

• The information presented is for informational and educational purposes only and 
is not for the purpose of providing legal or financial advice.

• Contact your lawyer, banker, or other financial experts to obtain advice with respect 
to any issues or problems associated with capital funding.

• The opinions expressed during this presentation are the opinions of the presenters 
and no other.



https://www.shopify.com/encyclopedia/what-is-ecommerce

Ecommerce refers to the buying 
and selling of goods or services

using the internet, and the
transfer of money and data to

execute these transactions. 

Traditionally...



ECOMMERCE STRATEGY

Deepen your relationship
with customers.

Integrate, don’t isolate.

Ecommerce as your brand experience.



Ecommerce shouldn’t focus on the transaction, it should focus on the 
customer relationship.

Understand the customer journey.

Deepen customer relationships.



Customer journey maps.



Customer journey maps.



Customer journey maps.



Customer journey maps.



Which would you prefer?

A. Sell more to an existing customer that you already have a relationship with?

B. Spend money to acquire net new customers?

Deepen customer relationships.



Remember, the (sometimes hidden) cost of acquisition is high. It is more profitable 
to sell to an existing customer than it is to aqcuire new ones.

Deepen customer relationships.



Leverage brand loyalty to bridge the transition from your physical sales to your
online sales.

While ecommerce gives you the opportunity to enter new markets and attract new 
customers, it is easier to leverage your brand equity and known strengths.

Subscription models are a great way to build long term relationships.

Deepen customer relationships.



If we use a physical store as an example, which of these are 
ecommerce?

A. Storefront, signage

B. TV commercials, print ads.

C. Interior design, layout, and product wayfinding.

D. Customer support desk.

E. Shipping and receiving room.

F. Inventory and products.

G. Cash wrap area and point of sale.

Physical retail analogy.



All of the above.



Successful ecommerce is dependent on the synergy, collaboration, and
intersection of:

1. Design

2. Technology

3. Merchandising

4. Customer service

5. Operations

Integrate, don’t isolate.



ECOMMERCE MAP

What are the components and how 
do they fit and flow together?









ECOMMERCE STRATEGY

What gets measured gets managed



Key Performance Indicators

A. Add-to-cart rate

B. Website speed and capacity

C. Lifetime customer value

D. Growth of six-month customer

acquisition year on year

E. Average order value

F. Traffic growth

G. Shopping cart conversion rate



KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Add-to-cart rate



“Add to Cart Rate is the percentage of visitors who add at least one item to their 
cart in a given session. 

In order to calculate your add-to-cart conversion rate, you take the total number of 
sessions where someone adds an item to the cart and divide it by the total num-
ber of sessions. 

Based on the eCommerce professionals we surveyed, the average add-to-cart 
rate is 3-4%.“

Add-to-cart rate

https://databox.com/improve-add-to-cart-conversion-rate



KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Website speed and capacity



“Google now considers site speed when ranking mobile websites. Sites that don’t 
load fast will rank lower.”

“Research shows that 53% of visitors will abandon a mobile website if it takes lon-
ger than three seconds to load and that a one-second delay in load times has 
been linked to 7% fewer conversions.”

Test your page speed using: https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/
insights/

Website speed and capacity

https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2019/04/16/site-speed-is-the-new-
competitive-battleground-in-ecommerce/



KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Lifetime customer value



“The lifetime value of a customer, or customer lifetime value (CLV), represents the 
total amount of money a customer is expected to spend in your business, or on 
your products, during their lifetime. This is an important figure to know because it 
helps you make decisions about how much money to invest in acquiring new cus-
tomers and retaining existing ones.”

Total revenue divided by the total # of customers = average spend per customer
Do not invest more than your lifetime customer value or you are losing money.

Lifetime customer value

https://www.shopify.com/encyclopedia/customer-lifetime-value-clv



KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Growth of six-month customer
acquisition year on year



“Customer acquisition refers to gaining new consumers. Acquiring new customers 
involves persuading consumers to purchase a company’s products and/or ser-
vices.”

By measuring this in 6-month units, you smoother seasonal fluctuations and can 
get a better understanding of what is really happening. If you measure on a shorter 
time-span you might end up with an inaccurate picture of what is happening.

Growth of six-month customer
acquisition year on year

https://www.ngdata.com/what-is-customer-acquisition/



KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Average order value



“Average order value (AOV) tracks the average dollar amount spent each time a 
customer places an order on a website or mobile app. To calculate your company’s 
average order value, simply divide total revenue by the number of orders.”

If you have a high average order value you don’t need a high purchase frequency.
If you have a low average order value, you need a higher purchase frequency.

A low average order value will lower your lifetime customer value. Even with in-
creased sales, a low average order value might reduce your revenue and will re-
duce your margins.

Average order value

https://www.optimizely.com/optimization-glossary/average-order-value/



KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Traffic growth



This KPI is limited by your other KPIs. If your average order value, add-to-basket 
rate, or basket-to-order rate are low, you don’t want to spend a lot on paid traffic.

Increase traffic using the following:
SEO, content marketing
Site speed
Google AdWords 
Social media marketing
Email marketing

Traffic growth



KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Shopping cart conversion rate



Shopping cart conversion rate can be measured as the total number of orders di-
vided by the total number that added an item to the
cart.

An average of 55% of the people who have added something to their basket will 
click Proceed to Check Out.

Approximately 84% of visitors go from checkout to order confirmation.

Shopping cart conversion rate
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